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A summary          - 
         fishing and hunting rights.               
          

               Treaty 8 - Elders' Interv           
          
           
          
           
          

total of 39 elders' interviews in the Treaty 8 area contain          A 
         references to hunting, fishing and trapping.  Although the 
         references vary considerably in the way in which Indian 

s          hunting, fishing, and trapping rights are expressed, it i
         significant that none of them contain a denial of these righ
         in general. 
          
           
         to that effect that Indians did not give up hunting and fishing
         rights or that they were guaranteed that there would be no 
         restrictions and no licenses would be required. 
          

   Example:       Melanie Hamelin (70) heard f           
                             grandfather that "there wouldn't be any 
                             restrictions on the pursuit of their 
                             livelihood. There wouldn't be any 
                             restrictions on their hunting or th



                             animals they killed." 
          
              Example:       Rosalie Tourangau (67) said:  "They were 

d 

   The majority of the responses were similar to the two 

   Example:       Samuel Giroux (97) said, "He made a promise 

n 
 

e 

                  agent stood beside him.  Share with one 

e 

 

  

   Example:       Frank Cardinal (68) said, "He was promised 

d 

 
n 

 

   Three responses referred to the limitation that the Indian 

                             told that they can go fishing any time, an
                             that as long as there is fish eggs that 
                             they can go fishing."  When asked, "They 
                             wouldn't have to get a license to fish?"  
                             she said "No." 
          
           
         quoted above in that they affirmed the right to hunt and fish 
         and made no reference to restrictions on this right. 
          
              Four of the responses expressed this unrestricted right to 
         hunt and fish by saying that the Indians were given, or 
         retained, ownership of all wild animals. 
          
           
                             to the Indian when he first gave them 
                             reserves that as long as he lives, the 
                             King, I will look after you, my people i
                             this manner, and better if you respect me. 
                             I will look after your children and your 
                             wild game.  Game will not be bought.  Shar
                             with one another, said the chief as the 
          
          
           
                             another, equally, carefully, how to use 
                             your game, totally.  When we have this, w
                             will vote, then the Indian will own what 

                              game he chose for his consumption and use.
                             This is what was decided about the moose. 
                             Moose is our main source of livelihood on 
                             the earth. Not like the white man, the 
                             King, he lived mainly on bread, he said.
                             But the Indian lived on fish, ducks, 

hat                              anything.  The King asked the Indian w
                             he wanted for a livelihood. The Indian 
                             chose hunting and fishing not to be 
                             limited.  As long as they live." 
          
           
                             ducks, that he could kill ducks on the 
                             reserve that was given to him.  He was 
                             given the game in the bush, wild game an
                             whatever there was, as long as the sun 
                             shines and the rivers flow and the grass
                             shall grow...  The way I see things when a
                             Indian chose his wild game, he wasn't to 
                             make hay or feed them to fatten them.  He 
                             wasn't to provide shelter for them from the
                             cold.  The Indians chose live animals.  
                             White man will govern his domestic animals.  
                             ... the wild animal belongs to the Indian." 
          
           



         could not hunt on land being used by the white man for his home 
         or farm.  Frank Cardinal (68) said that the Indian could not 
         shoot in the white man's buildings and could not shoot his 
         chickens, for example. 
          
              Example:       Wally Willer (age not recorded) said, "... 

   Example:       William Okeymow (90) said, "If he wishes to 

 

   Although a number of interviews seem to imply that the 

or a 

   Approximately two thirds of the respondents indicated 
or 

 

   Only seven interviews refer specifically to trapping.  All 

   It is not clear from the interviews whether or not 

at 
 

 

                             we Indians got the bushland. That is what 
                             we made our living from, and we wouldn't be 
                             bothersome to anyone.  We have more hunting 
                             privileges in the bushland." 
          
           
                             kill anything, including fish, he was never 
                             stopped.  Traplines were never mentioned to 
                             him or permits.  Everything was open to 
                             him.  In white man's land, it was 
                             different.  Friendship was to be 
                             maintained, which has been long an
                             oversight."   
          
          
           
         Indian would only be able to hunt and fish for food, very few 
         make this limitation explicit.  Several responses are 
         translated into English as the right to hunt and fish f
         'livelihood.'   
          
           
         either that they had been promised ammunition and fish nets 
         that they had been receiving these supplies until a few years 
         ago.  It is significant that most of them say that they were 
         given netting thread rather than nets.  One man mentions that 
         the people used to make nets according to what size of fish 
         they wanted, but now the people don't get netting thread and 
         the government makes laws on the mesh size that can be used.  
         One man thinks that these hunting and fishing supplies were cut
         off when the government started issuing food rations. 
          
           
         of these indicated that Indians should not have to have 

o pay          licenses to trap, should not have to have a trapline or t
         for a trapline, or else they simply stated that Indians should 
         have trapping rights, without elaborating. 
          
           
         trapping, fishing or hunting for commercial purposes was 
         considered to be a treaty right. A few interviews imply th
         Indians only have the right to supply their own family needs. 
         On the other hand all of the references to Indian 'ownership' 
         of wild animals or 'freedom from all restrictions' suggest that
         commercial activities are a treaty right.  There are several 
         references to the right to make a 'livelihood' from hunting, 
         fishing and trapping or to continue one's 'livelihood' as 
         before.  This is an area where interviewers could focus their 
         questions in the future.  Were the Indian people promised that 
         they could hunt, fish and trap for their own needs or were they 
         assured that they could continue to sell and trade furs and fish 



         as they had before the treaty? 
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